
CONCRETE GRAPHICS® is not intended to be submerged in swimming pools, saunas, etc  as extended exposure 
to chemicals such as chlorine will affect graphics.  CONCRETE GRAPHICS® can not be removed and reapplied after 
it is installed and compressed.      

• Wet the graphic and sweep with a broom
•  
• 

REMOVAL 
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Use only mild cleaners, make sure to follow instructions and dilute cleaner.
To avoid risk of trip hazard injury, immediately remove graphics if any edge of the graphic lifts and replace with a
new graphic.

• To remove, simply peel off at an angle less than 45 degrees for best result; leaves no residue.
• Use power washer at a low angle to remove well-worn graphics.
• Severely worn-in graphics on rough textured surfaces may require combination of scrubbing with wire bristle brush and 
rinsing from hose or power washing.
• Green Credentials: CONCRETE GRAPHICS® contains no PVC or hazardous ingredients; can be disposed of with 
aluminum recycling.

.

 THANK YOU
     FOR YOU RECENT PURCHASE

 APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

Delivered, produced, printed, cut and ready to install for immediate use. CONCRETE GRAPHICS® can 
be applied directly to concrete, brick, terrazzo, tile, marble, stucco, cinder block, and masonry surfaces.  

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS 
Recommended surface temperature should be 32 degrees Fahrenheit or higher.
Surface must be free from moisture 72 hours prior to and after graphic is applied. Failure to do so may compromise 
the adhesive voiding any and all warranties.
Sweep dry surface clean free of dirt & debris.
Please ensure that adhesive can make direct contact with the clean floor surface. Isopropyl alcohol can be used to 
remove grease and\or oil residue.
In extremely dirty environments and situations the surface may need to be power washed to remove layers of dirt or 
grease to ensure proper adhesion.
Lay the graphic image side down on a flat surface and pull back the liner about 3 inches.  Sharply crease the liner 
with your thumb while holding it away from the exposed adhesive.  Then turn your graphic over (image side up) and 
place the graphic in the exact position desired.  Once the graphic is in the correct placement, run your fingers over 
the graphic where the adhesive has been exposed.  Proceed to peel the liner back in 6 inch intervals, smoothing the 
graphic with your hand.  Once the graphic has been completely applied, use the CONCRETE GRAPHICS® J-roller 
to apply even pressure over the entire graphic.
Installs in moments and can be walked on immediately. 

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE 




